FEATURES:
: A complete stand alone card locking
system.

: All guests use keycards. Easily

replaceable at a fraction of the cost of
metal keys.

: Recoded in seconds by exchanging a

code card in the inner compartment.

: Recodable cylinder for staff.
: No wiring, no batteries, no computer.
: High quality brass escutcheon reinforced
by a steel plate for added security.

: Solid brass handles.
: Full mortise ANSI or EURO lock case, with
a security latch and a strong deadbolt.

: 3-hours UL fire rating.

The lock that created the
industry
Mechanical cardlocks are a good choice
for both larger and smaller hotels. The
simplicity, reliability and low cost that
made this system a worldwide success,
still makes this the first choice for many
hotel properties around the world today.

High security lockset:
With ¾ inch throw (ANSI) 2-piece anti-friction latch
impossible to prise open.
Self-lubricating long life bearings:
Tested to over 1.2 million openings without visible signs
of wear. Our handle feels smooth and reliable as well as
returning firmly to the horizontal position.
Casehardened steel deadbolt:
With full 1-inch throw (ANSI), operated by a thumbturn on
the inner escutcheon.
Panic release:
Deadbolt and latch retracted automatically by a single
action of the inner handle.

Mechanical EURO lock:

Easy to use:
Conforms to the requirements of the American with disabilities Act (ADA).
The lock is delivered with a varieties of styles and finishes
for both inside and outside escutcheons.
Cylinders are keyed for staff usage according to the hotels
requirements, allowing for maximum flexibility and
security.

Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

Step 4:

Provider of: VingCard Locks & Systems | Elsafe Safes | Orion EMS | PolarBar Minibars
VingCard Elsafe | P.O. Box 511 | 1522 Moss | Norway
+47 69 24 50 00 | +47 69 24 50 50
info@vcegroup.com | www.vingcardelsafe.com
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Mechanical ANSI lock:

